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WATER CERTAINLY

WATER-LINK
water certainly
All life needs water.
Both people, their company and their environment must at all
times have water in the right quantity, of the right quality, at
the right time. This water must be supplied within the safety of
well-thought-out infrastructures for supply and discharge of
water.
Water-link offers that certainty through the production, distribution and recycling of water. Water-link develops knowledge,
shares them and works on intelligent solutions to provide
everyone and everything, always, with water, safely. Water-link
wants to inspire everyone to fully tap into the strengths of
water.

MAINTENANCE & OPERATION SERVICE
As one of the leading water treatment companies providing
services throughout Belgium, we have a comprehensive and
experienced service team to provide on-site assistance.
We also provide installation, system start-up, maintenance and
other support to ensure the water solution you choose is running effectively at your facility.
Our service technicians are trained to operate, maintain and
trouble-shoot all types of water treatment equipment and
systems.
At water-link, we provide any service level you require: from full
service preventive maintenance to routine repair and even the
full exploitation of your water treatment, water-link M&O service is positioned to respond to your business needs.

Our services are custom tailored to meet your requirements
and reduce your costs.

DYNEA - THE CHALLENGE
GROWING NEEDS, LIMITED AVAILABILITY
Since its foundation in 1992, global leader in adhesive and surfacing solutions Dynea (Ghent, Belgium) was licensed to pump
up ground water from a local deep source to use as process
water in their production cycle.
Over the years, however, environmental considerations limited
the allowable volumes of ground water intake from 400,000
m3 in 1992 to 25,000 m3 in 2005. Also, Dynea’s reverse osmosis
(RO) installation (for high-quality filtration under pressure) was

due for replacement, so they faced a significant investment as
well as ever more stringent limits on their use of ground water
(potential drinking water) as process water.
As their business development plans involved greater, not
smaller, quantities of high-quality water, Dynea challenged
water-link to conduct a thorough and independent feasibility
study of alternative water sources and all consequent issues of
licensing (permits) and operation.

DYNEA - THE SOLUTION
OUTSOURCING
Water-link analysed all alternatives and recommended to
lower Dynea’s dependence on deep ground water availability
through partial outsourcing of the water supply. From the local
Farys pipe network, water-link would be able to guarantee
supply security of the desired water qualities and quantities.
The technological and infrastructure investment involved
would also be made by water-link, saving Dynea a significant
non-core cost (CAPEX).

Dynea

Dynea’s process water needs are now met by surface water
from the nearby Moervaart canal (following a considerable
investment in ultrafiltration (UF) and reverse osmosis (RO) infrastructure) and by water directly from the Farys pipe network
(requiring only piping into the Dynea plant

KRONOS
The chemical company Kronos has been active in the port of
Ghent for 60 years as a producer of titanium dioxide. Titanium
dioxide is a pigment which is very opaque and is added to
many products such as paint, paper, soap, tablets, ..., to make
them whiter or to give more shine.
For the production of titanium dioxide, Kronos uses process
water in the form of boiler feed water and cooling water. In
recent years, Kronos has invested in its own process water
treatment plant that produces various process water qualities
starting from canal water.
Kronos asked water-link in 2015 to carry out an optimization
study on this water treatment installation. This study showed
that many optimisations were possible. After all, water-link has
ample experience with the operation of such membrane treatment installations on the same type of water, namely Induss II.
In a next step, both parties have recently signed an agreement
whereby Water-link will be responsible for the operational
management of the process water installation. This will be
combined with a number of improvement projects.
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The collaboration started from February 2018. Water-link will
apply its accumulated expertise on this installation in order to
realize operational improvements for the customer.
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